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Understanding the non-equilibrium behavior of quantum systems is a major goal of contempo-
rary physics. Much research is currently focused on the dynamics of many-body systems in low-
dimensional lattices following a quench, i.e., a sudden change of parameters. Already such a simple
setting poses substantial theoretical challenges for the investigation of the real-time post-quench
quantum dynamics. In classical many-body systems the Kolmogorov-Mehl-Johnson-Avrami model
describes the phase transformation kinetics of a system that is quenched across a first order phase
transition. Here we show that a similar approach can be applied for shedding light on the quench
dynamics of an interacting gas of Rydberg atoms, which has become an important experimental
platform for the investigation of quantum non-equilibrium effects. We are able to gain an ana-
lytic understanding of the time-evolution following a sudden quench from an initial state devoid of
Rydberg atoms and identify strikingly different behaviors of the excitation growth in the classical
and quantum regimes. Our approach allows us to describe quenches near a non-equilibrium phase
transition and provides an approximate analytic solution deep in the quantum domain.

When a liquid is cooled below the melting point, crys-
talline nuclei will appear, grow and eventually span the
whole system. The volume fraction that has trans-
formed into the crystalline solid at a given time, f(t),
is the natural macroscopic observable for the study of
the kinetics of first order phase transitions. The stan-
dard stochastic model of nucleation and growth, the
Kolmogorov-Johnson-Mehl-Avrami (KJMA) theory [1–
5], is of widespread use in metallurgy and material science
[6]. This model predicts a compressed exponential form
f(t) = 1− exp [−(t/τ)n], the so-called Avrami equation,
where n = d+ 1 in a d-dimensional system with constant
(homogeneous) nucleation rate and ballistic growth. The
processes considered in this formulation are the nucle-
ation of solid domains, their growth, and the coalescence
of expanding domains [7]. Recently, the KJMA model
has found applications in the study of DNA replication
[8], epidemic spreading in networks [9], and the melting
of stable glasses [10, 11], to name but a few examples.

In this work, we show that the KJMA picture of phase
transformation kinetics allows to quantitatively under-
stand the non-equilibrium dynamics of an open many-
body quantum system that is subjected to a sudden
quench. While most studies on quenches focus on closed
systems, see e.g. the theoretical work in Refs. [12–17] as
well as experiments realized with ultracold atomic gases
or trapped ions [18–25], the considered scenario comple-
ments a growing number of recent contributions to the
study quenches in dissipative dynamics [26–31]. A natu-
ral platform for exploring open system quenches are gases
of highly excited Rydberg atoms [32, 33], which allow to
tune the relative strength of coherent and classical pro-
cesses and thereby the degree to which the many-body
system is open. Atoms in Rydberg states are strongly in-
teracting and the interplay between this interaction and

their laser excitation is the source of collective effects. Of
particular current interest is so-called facilitated excita-
tion, where the laser frequency is chosen such that the
excitation of an atom in the vicinity of an already excited
one is enhanced [34–39]. Upon a sudden quench from an
initial state devoid of Rydberg excitations, mechanisms
analogous to the two basic processes of the nucleation-
and-growth KJMA model govern the subsequent relax-
ation dynamics: isolated spontaneous excitations (seeds)
act as nuclei, from which transformed domains grow due
to facilitation. In the effective classical limit — where the
Rydberg excitation is an incoherent process [40–44] —
the evolution of the density of excitations is captured by
an Avrami equation with diffusive growth. In the oppo-
site quantum coherent limit relaxation proceeds through
coherently evolving pairs of domain walls that propagate
ballistically. Remarkably, the Avrami approach enables
an approximate analytic solution of the non-equilibrium
many-body dynamics in this quantum regime.

Elementary processes and quench protocol. We
consider a lattice gas where each site contains a single
atom, and focus on 1D chains. In this setting a deeper
understanding of the KJMA model exists [7, 45–48], and
the quench dynamics can be most conveniently explored
in optical lattice quantum simulators [49–53]. Atoms can
either be in their ground state |↓〉 or in a high-lying (Ry-
dberg) excited state |↑〉. The interaction Vkl between
excited atoms k and l depends on the distance, typically
with a power law form |rk − rl|−α. The transition be-
tween the two atomic states is driven by a laser field with
Rabi frequency Ω, and detuning ∆ w.r.t. the atomic res-
onance frequency. The coherent part of the dynamics is
thus generated by the Hamiltonian

H = Ω
∑
k

σxk + ∆
∑
k

nk +
∑
k<l

Vklnknl, (1)
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FIG. 1. Illustration of idealized quench dynamics. (a) Domains of excited atoms (blue) grow from spontaneous seeds
(green). In a Rydberg gas this is achieved via facilitated excitation (see text) that is driven by a laser with Rabi frequency
Ω. (b) Excitation density as a function of time n(t) (blue) for a system of N = 100000 (average based on 10 realizations)
and R = 2, where the de-excitation process is artificially switched off, and analytical prediction given by the Avrami equation
in Eq. 4 (red). The inset shows the dynamics of the domain boundaries (see blue line) starting from a configuration with a
single excitations in the center of the chain (based on 10000 realizations). The blue color of the region contained within the
boundaries highlights the transformed domain. (c) Representative trajectory of a chain of N = 300 atoms for R = 2.

where nk = |↑〉k 〈↑| and σxk = σ+
k + σ−k for σ+

k = |↑〉k 〈↓|
and σ−k = |↓〉k 〈↑|. Throughout we consider that the sys-
tem is excited under facilitation conditions, i.e. the ex-
citation process is resonant next to an already excited
atom. This is achieved by setting the detuning such
that it cancels the interaction energy of adjacent excited
atoms [see Fig. 1 (a), upper panel]: ∆ = −Vk,k+1 ≡ −V
[34–36, 54, 55]. It is important to note, that there is still
a small probability for unfacilitated (spontaneous) exci-
tation. Dissipative processes we consider are dephasing
(through laser linewidth, thermal effects, etc. [33]) with
rate γ and spontaneous radiative decay of excited atoms,
which occurs with a rate κ. These effects are accounted
for by dissipators L(J)ρ = JρJ† − 1

2

{
J†J, ρ

}
with jump

operators J (deph) =
√
γ nk and J (dec) =

√
κσ−k . Includ-

ing both incoherent and coherent processes, the evolution
of the density matrix ρ is governed by the Lindblad equa-
tion

∂tρ = −i [H, ρ] +
∑
k

(
L(
√
γ nk) + L(

√
κσ−k )

)
ρ. (2)

The quench protocol is as follows. We take as initial
state the stationary state for Ω = 0 (laser off), which
is the ‘empty’ configuration |↓↓ · · · ↓〉. We then change
to Ω > 0 (laser on), and let the system evolve towards
the new stationary state, which in general will contain a
finite density of excitations. In an idealized description
of the dynamics, the evolution following the quench is
characterized by four basic processes: (i) slow unfacili-
tated excitation |↓↓〉 → |↓↑〉, which creates new excita-
tion domains (ii) fast facilitated excitation |↑↓〉 → |↑↑〉,
which can lead to domain growth by the propagation
of excitations (atom k facilitates atoms k ± 1, which in
their turn facilitate k ± 2, etc.), (iii) decay |↑〉 → |↓〉,
which introduces an imbalance between excitation and
de-excitation in favor of the latter, and (iv) dephasing
(|↑〉+ |↓〉)(〈↑|+ 〈↓|)→ |↑〉 〈↑|+ |↓〉 〈↓|, which determines

the nature of the dynamics, ranging from quantum co-
herent to classical stochastic. Processes (i) and (ii) are
analogous to nucleation and growth in the KJMA frame-
work [1–6], respectively. This list does not exhaust all dy-
namical possibilities, but allows us to highlight dominant
processes that will be referred to frequently in the follow-
ing sections. In practice, there will be other transitions
as well, e.g. unfacilitated and facilitated de-excitations,
which occur with the same rates as the reverse processes.
They will introduce some new features that are absent in
the classical KJMA picture, as will be discussed below.

Classical limit: ballistic and diffusive behavior.
Current experiments frequently operate in the limit of
strong dephasing (see, e.g., [38, 39, 56]). Here, the
dynamics is governed by a (classical) stochastic rate
equation, where transitions |↓〉k ↔ |↑〉k have associated
configuration-dependent rates

Γk =
4Ω2

γ

1

1 +R2α
(

1−
∑
l 6=k

nl
|rl−rk|α

)2 , (3)

with interaction parameter Rα = 2V/γ [41, 43]. The
functional form of the rates implies that unfacilitated ex-

citations occur with rate Γspon = 4Ω2

γ /
(
1 +R2α

)
, and

facilitated excitations, with rate Γfac = 4Ω2

γ . The same
rates apply to unfacilitated and facilitated de-excitations,
respectively, which will be initially left out of the dy-
namics in the numerical explorations below, in order to
highlight the connection between the physics under study
and the KJMA theory. In the following, we consider van
der Waals interactions, α = 6, and rescale time by the
facilitation timescale 4Ω2/γ.

After the quench (i.e. after switching on the excita-
tion laser, such that Ω > 0), spontaneous excitations
start to appear with rate Γspon. From these seeds, facil-
itating processes originate that excite neighboring sites,
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FIG. 2. Diffusive regime. (a) Representative trajec-
tory of a chain of N = 300 atoms. Red circles highlight
“spontaneous de-excitations” within domains, from which de-
excitation fronts originate (see text for an explanation). (b)
Numerically calculated excitation density n(t) (blue) for a
system with N = 1000 atoms (average based on 10000 real-
izations) and analytic Avrami curve (red). The inset shows
the evolution of the boundaries of a single domain emerging
from a seed at the center of the chain (see blue line, 10000 re-
alizations have been averaged). The blue color of the region
contained within the boundaries highlights the transformed
domain.

thus starting an excitation front that leads to the growth
of transformed domains. When the interaction parameter
R is sufficiently large, the spontaneous excitation rate is
much smaller than that rate at which a domain grows (i.e.
Γspon/Γfac � 1), see Fig. 1 (a) upper panel, making the
evolution reminiscent of the nucleation and growth prob-
lem that is described by the KJMA theory. We thus ex-
pect to be able to capture the macroscopic evolution with
a transformed fraction f(t), defined as the fraction of the
atoms that have undergone at least one excitation pro-
cess after the quench. Following the KJMA arguments
[1–5], one should expect f(t) = 1 − e−2Γspon

∫ t
0
dτ G(t−τ),

where Γspon acts as nucleation (seed creation) rate, and
G(t) determines the growth law of a domain. A deriva-
tion can be found in the Supplemental Material [57].

In a first step, we consider an idealized dynamics with-
out de-excitations and without decay (i.e. only |↓〉 → |↑〉
transitions are possible), which is relevant for the very
initial stages after the quench [58]. In this case, the front
arising from an unfacilitated excitation, |↓↓↓↑↓↓↓〉 →
|↓↓↑↑↑↓↓〉 → |↓↑↑↑↑↑↓〉, is expected to propagate ballis-
tically, see Fig. 1 (a). This is confirmed by continuous-
time Monte Carlo (CTMC) simulations [59] starting from
a single initial excitation, see the inset of Fig. 1 (b). In
Fig. 1 (c), we see a typical trajectory, where several nu-
cleation events are observed to give rise to facilitation
fronts. Due to the power-law interactions in Eq. (3), the
time it takes to facilitate an excitation at the boundary of
a large domain, |· · · ↑↑↑↑↓↓↓↓〉 → |· · · ↑↑↑↑↑↓↓↓〉, is given

by Γ̃−1 ≈ 1 + S2
2 R

12, where S2 ≡
∑∞
l=2 l

−6 = π6

945 − 1 ≈
0.017. We thus have the domain growth law G(t) = Γ̃t,
which leads to

f(t) = 1− e−ΓsponΓ̃ t2 . (4)

The transformed fraction is equal to the density of excita-

tions, f(t) = n(t) ≡ N−1
∑
k〈nk(t)〉, as domains contain

only up-spins in this case, but the distinction will be im-
portant below when we consider de-excitations. In Fig.
1 (b) we compare Eq. (4) with the density of excitations
in the CTMC simulations. The agreement is excellent
showing the applicability of the KJMA approach. The
small discrepancy at long times results from the fact that
the boundaries of merging domains excite only at very
long times, as their associated rates are approximately
Γspon � Γ̃ [see Fig. 1 (c)].

In the presence of de-excitation processes the domains
emerging from seeds acquire a more complex shape, see
Fig. 2 (a). Domains grow now diffusively, as each bound-
ary of a large domain behaves as a random walker. The
probability to move one site away from or towards the
nucleation center is approximately the same. This is
clearly observed by initializing the system with a sin-
gle excitation, see the inset of Fig. 2 (b). The dif-
fusion timescale is Γ̄−1 = 1 + b2S2

2R
12, where b ∈

[1/2, 1] is the (unknown) domain density in the vicin-
ity of the boundaries. The probability of a boundary
to be at position k evolves according to ∂tP (k, t) =
Γ̄ [P (k − 1, t) + P (k + 1, t)− 2P (k, t)], which in the con-
tinuum limit gives ∂tP (x, t) = Γ̄ ∂2

xP (x, t). Then
∂t〈x2〉 = 2 Γ̄, and we obtain for the domain growth func-

tion G(t) =
√
〈x2〉 =

√
2 Γ̄ t. This yields the Avrami

function

f(t) = 1− e−
4
√

2
3 ΓsponΓ̄1/2 t3/2 , (5)

where the power of the time dependence has changed
w.r.t. Eq. (4). This expression gives us the fraction
of the system that has been reached by the excitation
domain boundaries. However, by inspecting Fig. 2 (a)
one can see that formed domains do not remain unal-
tered when time progresses. Rather, “spontaneous de-
excitations” [see red circles in Fig. 2 (a)] occur within
them that lead to de-excitation fronts, giving rise to sec-
ondary (de-excitation) nucleation and growth processes
within the domains. In fact, as both the spontanous
and the facilitated de-excitation rates in a fully excited
domain are very similar to the excitation rates previ-
ously considered [see Eq. (3)], such de-excitation pro-
cesses must evolve in time in much the same way as
the excitation processes that are the main object of our
study. While a full characterization of the combined ef-
fect of such secondary and higher order (excitation and
de-excitation) processes appears to be challenging, on av-
erage their effect is captured by simply assuming that
domains instantaneously reach the stationary density of
1/2, n(t) ≈ f(t)/2 –domains lose excitations on the same
timescales along which new domains form. In Fig. 2 (b),
we plot n(t) obtained via CTMC and f(t)/2 as in Eq.
(5) choosing the free parameter b = 0.68 [using Eq. (5)
to fit the numerically obtained n(t) with b as fitting pa-
rameter yields b = 0.68± 0.05], which show an excellent
agreement.
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FIG.3. Quenchdynamicsinthepresenceofde-
cay. (a)Densityofexcitationsn(t)(blue)forasystemof
N=1000(averagebasedon1000realizations),andAvrami
curve(red),fordecayrateκ=10 3.Inset:analogousresults
forthedynamicswithoutde-excitations(axislabelsarethe
sameasinthe mainpanel).(b)Excitationdensitynasa
functionofnormalizedtimeκtandrelativedrivingstrength
4Ω2/γκ:continuoustimeMonteCarloresults(bluelines),for
N =1000,andAvramicurve(redsurface). Forlongtimes
thedensityapproachesa(quasi-)stationarystate(thickblack
line)whichdisplaysasmoothednon-equilibriumphasetran-
sition[60,61]asafunctionofthedecayrate.Averagesbased
on1000realizations.

Classicallimit:quenchdynamicsinthepresence
ofdecay. Forverylongtimes,radiativedecayofex-
citedatomstotheirgroundstatebecomesanimportant
elementofthedynamics.Forsmalldecayrate,i.e.when
κ Γ̄,̃Γ,thedomaingrowthlawG(t)willnotbemod-
ifiedsignificantly,butthedensityofexcitationswithin
eachdomainwilldecrease. Thisrequiresa modifica-
tionoftheKJMAapproach:tothisendweintroduce
afunctionc(t)thatrepresentstheconcentrationofexci-
tationsinthetransformeddomainsasafunctionoftime,
whichwillbeestimatedfromCTMCsimulationsasex-
plainedbelow.Thetotalexcitationdensityisthengiven
bytheconvolutionofthetransformationrateandthe
concentration,n(t)=

t

0
dτḟ(τ)c(t−τ),wherec(t−τ)

accountsfortheconcentrationattimetofregionsthat
werereachedbythefrontatatimeτ<t.Forκ=0,we
havec(t)=1/2forintermediateandlongtimes(c(t)=1
ifde-excitationsaresuppressed),thusrecoveringthere-
sultsoftheprevioussection.Fig.3(a)showsthatthis
modellingexcellentlydescribesthedataobtainedfrom
CTMCsimulations.Here,n(t)isbasedontheconvolu-
tionofEq.(5)andtheconcentrationc(t)resultingfrom
theCTMCevolutionofsystemstartingfromarandom
configurationwithdensity1/2,whichshowanexcellent
agreement. Wereportanalogousresultsforthedynamics
withoutde-excitationsintheinset.

Moreimportantly,thisapproachallowsfortheexplo-
rationoftheexcitationdensityn(t)asafunctionofthe
decayrateκ.ThecorrespondingdataareshowninFig.
3(b). Atstationarity(blackline)n(t)acquiresasig-
moidalshape[60],thatinterpolatesbetweentwodistinct
stationarystates,whicharelinkedbyasmoothed-out
non-equilibriumphasetransition[60–62].Forlargedecay

FIG.4. Domaingrowthinthequantumregime.
(a)Localexcitationdensitynk(t)forγ=10obtainedvia
QJMCinachainofN=11atoms(Ω=1,C6=−∆=50)
andpredictionbasedonthe(classical)stronglydissipative
dynamics(redline).(b)Localexcitationdensity nk(t)for
γ=10 3[otherparametersasin(a)]obtainedviaQJMC
andpredictionbasedonthequantumdomainwallpropaga-
tionmodel,G(t)=2Ωt(redline;seetext).Theresultsshown
in(a)and(b)areaveragesof1000QJMCruns.(c)Sketch
illustratingthedegreesoffreedom(upperplot)andnk(t)as
givenbythesolutionofthedomainwallmodelforasystemof
N=81sites(lowerplot).(d) nk(t)asgivenbythesolution
ofthedomainwallmodelforasystemofN=11sites,and
ballisticprediction[redlineasin(b)].

rateκdomaingrowthissuppressedandthestationary
statedensityisclosetozero. However,forsufficiently
smallvaluesofκastationarystatewithlargeexcitation
densityisquicklyapproached.Bothregimesarewellcap-
turedbytheKJMAapproachdemonstratingitsapplica-
bilityalsointhevicinityofaphasetransition.

Quenchdynamicsinthequantumregime.InRyd-
bergexperimentsthequantumlimitisapproachedbyre-
ducingtherelativestrengthofthedephasingnoise,such
thatγ<Ω.InthefollowingweshowthattheKJMA
theoryallowsanapproximateanalyticsolutionforthe
quenchdynamicsinthisregime. Forsimplicity,inthis
sectionwedonotconsidertheeffectofspontaneousde-
cay. Webeginbynumericallysimulatingtheevolution
ofadomainemergingfromasingleseedviaquantum
jumpMonteCarlo(QJMC)simulations[63],seeFig.4
(a,b).Forlargedephasing,thedomainwallspropagate
inamannerthatseemscompatiblewithourpredictions
ofthestronglydissipativeregime,i.e.thesizeofthedo-
mainappearstogrowasG(t)=

√
2̄Γt,seeredlinein

Fig.4(a).

Inthequantumlimit,wefindaballisticbehavior,see
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Fig. 4 (b) for γ = 10−3 Ω. In order to obtain an analyt-
ical expression of the growth function G(t) we consider
that an initial seed gives rise to two domain walls. Facil-
itation will only move the domain walls, but will neither
create nor annihilate them. A domain is thus character-
ized by two coordinates: its length x ≥ 1, and its center
of mass X. The corresponding equation of motion is

i∂tϕx,X =Ω (ϕx+1,X+ 1
2
+ϕx+1,X− 1

2
+ϕx−1,X+ 1

2
+ϕx−1,X− 1

2
).

(6)
As the domain grows or shrinks by one site, X is shifted
by 1/2 to the left or to the right, depending on the af-
fected boundary, see Fig. 4 (c), upper plot. The solution
of (6) can be explicitly written in terms of Bessel func-
tions of the first kind, see [57]. The maximum of the
probability amplitude is reached at the position of the
propagating wavefront, which follows x ≈ 4Ωt + 1. We
thus obtain G(t) = 2Ωt, see red line in Fig. 4 (b) and
(d). The time evolution corresponding to the solution of
Eq. (6) (see [57] for details) is shown in Fig. 4 (c) (lower
panel) and (d).

To derive an expression for the transformed fraction
f(t), we need to combine the result for G(t) with the rate
for the spontaneous creation of excitations. The latter is
a classical process, which takes place at a rate 2γΩ2/V 2

(see Ref. [57]). This leads to

f(t) = 1− e−
4γΩ3

V 2 t2 , (7)

which is clearly distinct from the Avrami curve in the
classical regime. Note, that the KJMA approach giving
rise to this expression is applicable only below a certain
dephasing strength, as the ballistic growth takes place
only for times smaller than tdeph = 1/γ. Eq. (7) is thus
valid only when the domain emerging from one seed hits
the domains originating from its neighboring seeds [see
Fig. 1 (a)] at times smaller than tdeph. As the aver-
age density of spontaneously created seeds after time t
is (2γΩ2/V 2) t, the typical distance between seeds is the
inverse of this quantity. On the other hand, the radii
of emerging domains grow as G(t) = 2Ωt, which must
clearly exceed the typical distance between seeds when t
is approaching tdeph. Combining these constraints yields
an upper bound for the dephasing rate γ < 4Ω3/V 2 be-
low which Eq. (7) is applicable.
Conclusions. We have shown that KJMA framework
serves as a basis for the analytical understanding of the
quench dynamics of an open quantum system. While the
quantum simulation of such systems is non-trivial even
in 1D, modern Rydberg quantum simulators [49–51] will
be able to verify these predictions, in particular Eq. (7).
More importantly, experiments will be able to access very
interesting regimes that are intermediate between ’classi-
cal’ and ’quantum’, and also will allow to probe quenches
in higher spatial dimensions, for which numerically exact
calculations become rapidly intractable. While we have

focused on non-equilibrium Rydberg gases under facilita-
tion conditions, our approach could be adapted to other
cold atomic settings where relaxation is driven by nucle-
ation events, as discussed e.g. in Ref. [64].
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL:
Quench dynamics of a dissipative Rydberg gas in the classical and quantum

regimes

AVRAMI EQUATION IN ONE DIMENSION

While the Kolmogorov-Mehl-Johnson-Avrami model [1–5] has been studied in 1D, see e.g. Refs. [6–10], here we
rederive the corresponding Avrami equation giving the transformed fraction as a function of time f(t) for completeness.
This will also allow us to link the classical concepts of nucleation and growth to the excitation mechanisms existing in
a dissipative Rydberg gas. We will assume the dynamics to take place in the real line, instead of a discrete lattice given
by the positions of the atoms in the system, as the derivation is simpler in that setting. This will not compromise the
validity of the Avrami equation, as microscopic details become immaterial in the analysis of macroscopic observables
such as f(t).

At time t = 0, nspon(0) (homogeneously distributed) spontaneous excitations per unit length occur. The probability
that the one that is the closest to the origin (or any other arbitrary point) lies at a distance between r and r + dr is
p(r)dr =

[
1−

∫ r
0
p(r′)dr′

]
2nspon(0) dr, where 1−

∫ r
0
p(r′)dr′ is the probability that the distance is not smaller than r,

and the factor of 2 arises from considering intervals of size dr on both sides of the origin. By taking the derivative of
p(r), we obtain an ordinary differential equation that can be easily solved, yielding p(r)dr = 2nspon(0) e−2nspon(0)rdr,
where the prefactor 2nspon(0) arises from the normalization condition

∫∞
0
p(r)dr = 1. If the facilitation that starts

from the spontaneous excitations is characterized by a domain growth function G(t), the fraction of the system that
remains untransformed by the nucleation and growth dynamics at time t is 1− f(t) =

∫∞
G(t)

p(r)dr = e−2nspon(0)G(t).

The domain growth function G(t) represents the propagation of excitations via facilitation, and it is such that G(t) = 0
for t ≤ 0, and dG(t)/dt > 0 for t > 0.

While facilitation leads to the expansion of previously created domains, further spontaneous excitations take place in
the system, giving rise to new domains. If, for simplicity, we consider a sequence of spontaneous excitations occurring
at times ts = s∆t up to time t (for s = 0, 1, . . . ,N , such that N = bt/∆tc) with densities nspon(ts) and associated
growth functions G(t−ts), the untransformed fraction at time t is the fraction of the system that has not been reached

by any of the growing domains, 1−f(t) = e−2
∑N
s=0 nspon(s∆t)G(t−s∆t). In the limit of ∆t→ 0, the transformed fraction

becomes f(t) = 1 − e−2
∫ t
0
dτ ṅspon(τ)G(t−τ). Here, the nucleation rate ṅspon(t) will always be constant, leading to the

following Avrami equation

f(t) = 1− e−2 ṅspon

∫ t
0
dτ G(t−τ). (S1)

In the classical regime, the nucleation rate is simply given by the spontaneous excitation rate, ṅspon = Γspon (see
main text for definition), while the specific form of the growth function G(t) will depend on the local processes included
in the dynamics. The main steps underlying the derivation of the nucleation rate and the domain growth function in
the quantum regime are provided in the remainder of this Supplemental Material.

COHERENT DOMAIN-WALL MODEL

The transformation dynamics in the quantum regime can be understood by means of a domain-wall model, where
the transformed domain can be characterized by two coordinates: the length of the domain x ≥ 1, and its center of
mass X ∈ (−∞,∞). The unitary evolution of the system (in the absence of decoherence or spontaneous decay) is
given by the Hamiltonian H =

∑
kHk, where the term for site k is given by Hk = Ωσxk + (

∑
l 6=k Vkl nl + ∆)nk for

∆ = −Vk,k+1 ≡ −V (i.e. under facilitation conditions). For simplicity, we focus on the dominant nearest neighbour
interactions, so the local Hamiltonian becomes Hk = Ωσxk + V (nk+1 + nk−1 − 1)nk, where the second term vanishes
in the presence of an excited neighbor, and thus the hopping rate for a domain wall is given by Ω. The evolution is
therefore governed by

i ∂tϕx,X = Ω
[
ϕx+1,X+ 1

2
+ ϕx+1,X− 1

2
+ ϕx−1,X+ 1

2
+ ϕx−1,X− 1

2

]
. (S2)

As the domain grows or decreases by one site, the center of mass is shifted by 1/2 to the left or to the right, depending
on whether the change occurred on the left or the right boundary. If we make the coordinte change y = 2X and
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apply a shift, we can rewrite Eq. (S2) as i ∂tϕx,y = Ω [ϕx+1,y+1 + ϕx+1,y−1 + ϕx−1,y+1 + ϕx−1,y−1] . We now move to
Fourier space, ϕx,y = 1

(2π)2

∫ π
−π dq

∫ π
−π dk ψk,q e

i(kx+qy), where ψk,q =
∑∞
x=0

∑∞
y=−∞ ϕx,y e

−i(kx+qy).

1

(2π)2

∫ π

−π
dq

∫ π

−π
dk ei(kx+qy)

[
i ∂tψk,q − Ω

(
ψk,q e

i(k+q) + ψk,q e
i(k−q) + ψk,q e

−i(k−q) + ψk,q e
−i(k+q)

)]
= 0. (S3)

which holds if every Fourier mode satisfies i ∂tψk,q = 4Ω cos q cos k ψk,q. We assume the system starts from the
initial condition ϕx,y(0) = δx,1δy,0, or equivalently ψk,q(0) = e−ik. The modes therefore evolve in time as ψk,q(t) =
e−ike−i4Ωt cos q cos k, and in real space we obtain

ϕx,y(t) =
1

(2π)2

∫ π

−π
dq

∫ π

−π
dk ei[k(x−1)+qy−4Ωt cos q cos k]

=
2

(2π)2

∫ π

−π
dV+e

i[V+[(x−1)+y]−2Ωt cos(2V+)]

∫ π

−π
dV−e

i[V−[(x−1)−y]−2Ωt cos(2V−)], (S4)

where we have changed the integration variables to V± = (k ± q)/2 so that the double Fourier integral factorizes. By
using the Jacobi-Anger identity eiw cos θ =

∑∞
n=−∞ inJn(w) einθ, where Jn(w) is the n-th Bessel function of the first

kind, we can compute the integrals:∫ π

−π
dV±e

i[V±[(x−1)±y]−2Ωt cos(2V±)] =

∫ π

−π
dV±

∞∑
n=−∞

inJn(−2Ωt) eiV±(2n+[(x−1)±y]) =2πi−
(x−1)±y

2 J− (x−1)±y
2

(−2Ωt),

(S5)
where the orthogonality relation

∫ π
−π dθ e

i(n+m)θ = 2πδn,−m has been used. In the basis |x,X〉, the solution is

ϕx,X(t) = 2i−(x−1)J x−1
2 +X(2Ωt) J x−1

2 −X
(2Ωt). (S6)

We have used the fact that Jn(w) is invariant under a simultaneous change of sign of the index (which is an integer)
n → −n and the (real) argument w → −w. (Indeed, as for domain length x even, the center of mass X is a half
integer, and for x odd, X is an integer, the index (x− 1)/2±X is always an integer.)

FIG. S1. Solution of the quantum domain-wall model. (a) Squared modulus of the solution for t = 20, |ϕx,X(t = 20)|2
(Ω = 1), where three prominent peaks (two of them related by X → −X symmetry) can be distinguished. (b) Squared modulus
of the solution for X = 0, |ϕx,X=0(t)|2 (Ω = 1), where the maximum shows a ballistic propagating wavefront x ≈ 4Ωt+ 1.

We next extract some physical consequences from the solution ϕx,X(t). The dependence of |ϕx,X(t)|2 on the center
of mass variable is X is shown in Fig. S1 (a) for Ω = 1 and t = 20 (essentially identical results are obtained for
other time points), where the largest values lie along the line segments x−1

2 ± X ≈ 2Ωt, for x−1
2 in [0, 2Ωt] which

roughly corresponds to the position of the maxima of one of the two Bessel functions in Eq. (S6). The probability
amplitude peaks quite prominently around the positions where both Bessel functions align, which are X ≈ 0 and
x ≈ 4Ωt + 1, corresponding to a ballistic growth of the domain without center of mass motion, and X ≈ ±2Ωt
and x ≈ 1, which reflects a solitary wave solution without growth. As the latter cannot transform the system, and
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moreover it is expected to be strongly affected by the presence of decay in realistic settings, we focus on the former
in the main text.

In Fig. S1 (b) we show the modulus squared of the solution for X = 0, |ϕx,X=0(t)|2, for a range of x and t (Ω = 1).
As time increases, the solution is distributed over an ever increasing range of domain size x. Moreover, the maximum
of the probability amplitude is reached at the position of the propagating wavefront, which follows x ≈ 4Ωt+ 1.

In the main text we compare the results that arise from this domain-wall model with quantum jump Monte Carlo
(QJMC) simulations in the limit of small dephasing rate γ. In order to do so we calculate the average value of the
density nk(t), which for given x and X is given by the projection operator n̂k(x,X) = Θ(k−[X− x−1

2 ]) Θ([X+ x−1
2 ]−k),

where Θ(·) = 0 if its argument is negative, and 1 otherwise. For a fixed value of X, we obtain

〈nk(t)〉 =
∞∑
x=0

n̂k(x,X)|ϕx,X(t)|2 =
∑

x≥2|k−X|+1

|ϕx,X(t)|2. (S7)

which is spatially symmetric around the center of mass X. In the main text, we show the time evolution of 〈nk(t)〉
for X = 0 [see Fig. 4 (c) and (d)].

Nucleation rate in the weakly dissipative regime

Nucleation events in the dissipative dynamics are identified with incoherent processes that cause the collapse of an
atom onto the excited state. The underlying idea is that the dominant contribution to the generation of spontaneous
excitation events that have the strength needed to trigger a growth process is associated with these projection events.
When the dephasing rate γ is moderate or weak compared to the driving Ω, the domain growth appears to be ballistic
and to follow the predictions based on the domain-wall model presented in the previous subsection (see main text).
In such regimes the nucleation rate can be estimated by resorting to a quantum jump approach [11, 12]. Starting
from a configuration without excitations, in the absence of incoherent processes, the state of a given atom at time t
is |ψ(t)〉 = |ψ′(t)〉/||ψ′(t)||, where |ψ′(t)〉 = exp (−iHeff t)| ↓〉 results from the (non-unitary) time evolution given by
the (non-Hermitian) effective Hamiltonian

Heff = Hk −
iγ

2
n =

(
V − iγ/2 Ω

Ω 0

)
(S8)

where Hk = V nk + Ωσxk is the one-body Hamiltonian, and we have taken into account that all sites evolve identically
during the initial stages. In a step δt, the probability of having an incoherent jump to state |↑〉 is

δp = γ〈ψ(t)|n|ψ(t)〉δt ≈ 2γΩ2

V 2
[1− cos (V t)] δt, (S9)

where we have expanded to lowest order in Ω/V and γ/V , as we consider the (experimentally relevant) case in which
V � Ω, γ. This allows us to easily extract an analytical expression for the nucleation rate, but other regimes could be
also studied in principle. The average nucleation rate under such strong-interaction conditions is therefore 2γΩ2/V 2,
which is used in the main text to propose an Avrami equation for the system in the limit of weak dephasing.
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